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(1) Abacus can perform
[A] addition
[B] subtraction
[C] multiplication
[D] Both ‘1’ and ‘2’
Answer: [D]

(2) What is windows explorer?
[A] A drive
[B] APC
[C] A web browser
[D] A file manager
Answer: [D]

(3) What is included in an E-mail address?
[A] Domain name followed by user's name
[B] User's name followed by domain name
[C] User's name followed by postal address
[D] User's name followed by street address
Answer: [B]

(4) What is URL?
[A] A computer software program
[B] A type of programming object
[C] The address of a document of 'page' on the world wide web
[D] An acronym for unlimited resource for learning
Answer: [C]

(5) Which of the following is not true in context of FORTRAN?
[A] It was developed for scientific and mathematical applications
[B] It is one of the oldest high level languages
[C] It is a problem oriented language
[D] It requires extensive internal documentation
Answer: [B]

(6) A person who uses his or her expertise to gain access to other people computers to get information illegally or do damage is a -
[A] spammer
[B] hacker
(7) The negative numbers in the binary system can be represented by
[A] Sign magnitude
[B] 1's compliment
[C] 2's compliment
[D] All of these
Answer: [D]

(8) To send data/message to and from computers the network software puts the message information in a -
[A] NIC
[B] packet
[C] trailer
[D] header
Answer: [B]

(9) Which of the following commercial software products are examples of operating system software and application software, respectively?
[A] Microsoft Windows XP and Microsoft Word
[B] Microsoft Office XP and Microsoft Windows XP
[C] MS DOS and Microsoft Windows XP
[D] UNIX and LINUX
Answer: [A]

(10) Which bar is usually located below title bar that provides categorised options?
[A] Menu bar
[B] Status bar
[C] Tool bar
[D] Scroll bar
Answer: [A]

(11) It shares characteristics with both hardware and software
[A] Operating system
[B] Software
[C] Data
[D] Utility
Answer: [A]
(12) The word 'computer' usually refers to the central processing unit plus -
[A] external memory
[B] internal memory
[C] input devices
[D] output devices
Answer : [A]

(13) Computer memory is normally measured in
[A] kilobytes
[B] megabytes
[C] gigabytes
[D] terabytes
Answer : [B]

(14) In case of entity integrity, the primary key may be
[A] not null
[B] null
[C] Both ‘1’ and ‘2’
[D] any value
Answer : [A]

(15) First generation computers were based on
[A] transistors
[B] conductors
[C] ICs
[D] vacuum tubes
Answer : [D]

(16) Which of the following types of table constraints will prevent the entry of duplicate rows?
[A] Primary key
[B] Unique
[C] Null
[D] Foreign key
Answer : [A]

(17) Arithmetic logic unit and control sections have special purpose locations called
(18) To perform calculation on stored data computer uses ....... number system.
[A] decimal  
[B] hexadecimal  
[C] octal  
[D] binary
Answer : [D]  

(19) A nibble is equal to .......... bits.
[A] 16  
[B] 32  
[C] 4  
[D] 8
Answer : [B]  

(20) The simultaneous processing of two or more programs by multiple processors, is
[A] Multi-programming  
[B] Multi-tasking  
[C] Time sharing  
[D] Multi-processing
Answer : [D]